The Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) is a valid and reliable global measure of dementia severity. Diagnosis and transition across stages hinge on its consistent administration. Reports of CDR ratings reliability have been based on 1 or 2 test cases at each severity level; agreement (k) statistics based on so few rated cases have large error, and confidence intervals are incorrect. Simulations varied the number of test cases, and their distribution across CDR stage; to derive the sample size yielding a 95% confidence that estimated is at least 0.60. We found that testing raters on 5 or more patients per CDR level (total N = 25) will yield the desired confidence in estimated k, and if the test involves greater representation of CDR stages that are harder to evaluate, at least 42 ratings are needed. Testing newly trained raters with at least 5 patients per CDR stage will provide valid estimation of rater consistency, given the point estimate for k is roughly 0.80; fewer test cases increases the standard error and unequal distribution of test cases across CDR stages will lower k and increase error.
T he clinical dementia rating (CDR 1 ) is a global measure of dementia representing 5 stages, ranging from ''no impairment'' (CDR = 0) to ''severe dementia'' (CDR = 3). 2 The CDR is frequently used as an entry criterion and/or a primary outcome measure in Alzheimer disease clinical trials, 3 and it is often used as the basis for a consensus decision, that is, CDR results are reviewed by a committee of practitioners and transition from 1 severity stage to another is determined based on consensus. In this context, it is critical that raters are consistent not only with other raters given the same patients and information, but also within themselves, consistently identifying the same dementia severity level across patients. More particularly, it is essential for the validity of a study that the highest level of rater accuracy be achieved before the start of enrollment. This accuracy is a typical endpoint of training for personnel across multiple sites before a multisite clinical study begins.
Reports of the validity and reliability of the CDR have been based on 3 to 80 raters who applied the CDR to between 3 and 15 cases each. [4] [5] [6] Whether the consistency of only a few raters (eg, a clinical practice) or a large group of personnel (eg, a multicenter clinical study) is the outcome of interest, estimates of agreement based on small test samples (<10) will have large associated standard errors (see eg, Ref. 7) . In addition, when estimating confidence intervals around the k estimate, large-sample methods assume no fewer than 20 8, 9 and preferably at least 25 to 50 rated cases. 10 Thus, it is important to test each rater on a larger sample set than has been reported to date. Simulations have shown that the empirically derived lower 95% confidence interval bound for estimated k was found to be 0.6 when 20 ratings of dichotomous items yielded an estimated k of 0.80. 9 This is not a function of the agreement statistic that is used, but rather depends on how the confidence interval for the statistic is calculated. Cohen k statistic has many detractors (eg, see Ref. 11 pp. 35 to 37 Ref. 12, p. 31), but is widely used. It is interpreted to represent the level to which independent people will agree after taking into account the fact that they would agree by chance. 13, 14 However, in any set of ratings, k can only be estimated; as such, the variability of this agreement characterization must be acknowledged.
Landis and Koch 13 provided guidance for classifying/ interpreting k estimates (k ) as reflective of ''poor'' (k <0.0), ''slight'' (0.0rk r0.2), ''fair'' (0.21rk r0.4), ''moderate'' (0.41rkr0.6), ''substantial'' (0.61rkr0.8), and ''almost perfect'' (0.81rkr1.0) agreement among raters. The motivation for this work is that, owing to variability in estimation, it is the lowest probable value for this estimate of agreement (ie, the lower bound of the confidence or credibility interval) that should be classified along this continuum, and not the estimate itself. For example, a 1-sided 95% confidence interval constructed around any calculated value of k should have a lower bound no smaller than 0.61, particularly when training multiple users of an instrument, such as the CDR, in a clinical study. With this criterion, the true level of agreement in the sample is likely to be captured in the interval 0.61 to 1.0. When too few ratings are carried out, the confidence interval can be misestimated, resulting in a much larger interval than 0.61 to 1.0.
In the context of a multicenter clinical trial, the ''test'' for rater certification might provide estimates of agreement of individuals with the ''correct'' rating, and the precision of this estimate must be high. The ideal situation is both a high level of agreement and a high value representing the lower bound of the confidence interval around the estimate.
Thus, training programs should strive to achieve a calculated k value in the ''excellent range'' (ie, at least 0.80 13 ); we also suggest that the lower bound of the confidence interval should be no lower than ''substantial'' (ie, at least 0.61 13 ). This study describes the estimation of optimal numbers of test case ratings, and their distribution across the possible CDR levels, for certifying this combination (point estimate and lower bound) criterion for concordance and consistency among multiple CDR raters. Simulations were carried out to establish the relative sizes of confidence intervals around k statistics (agreement with the gold standard rating) based on testing sample size, distribution of testing sample CDR stages, and earlier reported levels of agreement.
METHODS

Materials
Estimates of k for a global CDR rating have been at least 0.80 whether derived from physicians, 4 nurses, 5 clinical study personnel, 15 or clinical study coordinators. 6 These k were estimated by constructing contingency tables with columns reflecting ''true'' dementia severity (global CDR) according to a gold standard rater, and rows representing the dementia severity ratings of the individuals being ''tested.'' Raters (individuals being tested) can rate 1 or more individuals in a column, but no ratee (individual being rated) falls into more than 1 column. The formula for Cohen k is: [(proportion observed agreement) -(proportion expected agreement)]/[1-(proportion expected agreement)]. 9 The simulations were based on such a table, created from ratings given by 82 individuals who had just been trained to use the CDR for a clinical trial. Not all individuals were tested on a case at every CDR severity level, or within each column, but this table, derived from published data, 15 is the largest published sample whose CDR decisions were tested. Importantly, the data in Table 1 represent a large sample of raters, not ratees, and asymptotic standard error (ASE) for k requires large samples of cases (things being rated) and is not dependent on how many raters were involved. Our simulations were set up to determine the estimated k and its standard error when increasingly large numbers of ratees were ''evaluated.'' Therefore, using response probabilities determined by the distributions of raters' decisions (rows) relative to the ''truth'' of the gold standard ratings (columns) ( Table 1) , 10,000 5 Â 5 tables were generated under each of 2 conditions: equal numbers of test cases per CDR level (column marginals equal) and unequal numbers of test cases (column marginals unequal), in which CDR levels that have been reported to be more difficult have greater numbers of cases and fewer test cases are given at less difficult CDR levels.
Procedure
The matrix shown in Table 1 was used to generate the probabilities that a ''rater'' in the simulation would give a rating of that CDR severity level given that the gold standard (column) value was true. Ten thousand k estimates were generated for several different test sizes (numbers of cases rated). In the first condition, the cases in the ''test'' at each size were distributed evenly (''unweighted'') over the CDR severity levels (totals of 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 cases rated); so that for a test of size 5, 1 case was rated per CDR level; for a test of size 10, 2 cases per level were rated, and 10 cases per level were rated for test size 50. In the weighted conditions, the test sizes were not evenly distributed over the CDR severity levels but instead, harder-to-evaluate severity levels were weighted, that is, twice as many test cases were rated from those levels than from the others (totals of 7, 14, 21, 35, 42, and 49 cases rated). In 1 of the weighted condition sets of 5 Â 5 matrices, greater numbers of test cases were ''rated'' for CDR = 0 and 0.5 (in Table 1 these are shown to be the hardest levels to rate, resulting in the highest errors 15 ;). We also repeated the differential weighting simulation for CDR levels 0.5 and 1, which represents a testing situation in which trainee, or training, attention would be focused at distinguishing cases or transitions from 0.5 to 1. It is important to note that these conditions do not represent weighted and unweighted k estimates, but instead represent the distribution of test cases over the CDR levels in our simulated matrices. In all simulations, the simple unweighted k was calculated (simulation details in Appendix).
For each rated sample size, k statistics were computed reflecting agreement of a single rater with a second rater 14 in which the second rater (columns) is the gold standard. Each k statistic was calculated based on 10,000 generated 5 Â 5 matrices to generate an empirical distribution of estimates. Using the output for each matrix under each agreement estimate, we were able to determine the interval wherein 95% of the k estimates fell. This approach obviates problems with large-sample standard error estimates in the construction of confidence intervals, and providing empirically derived interval boundaries, 16 as we generated a 10,000-item distribution of k estimates and reported the median and 2.5th and 97.5th percentile values of these distributions [yielding intervals closer to credibility than confidence (see Ref. 17) ]. ASEs were also computed for the estimated k, in each simulation under each condition, and the mean over 10,000 ASE values were combined with the mean of the k estimate sampling distribution (k ± 1.96*ASE) to obtain confidence intervals that correspond to those that might be obtained in any study using k. That is, we used a single ASE estimate with a single k estimate (each estimate, however, was derived from 10,000 replications, which is not typical). Simulations were run in Microsoft Excel using Visual Basic for Applications (Microsoft, Inc. 2007 ). Details of the simulation can be seen in the Appendix. 
RESULTS
The results from the simulations are shown in Table 2 . The k estimates were lower in the weighted conditions than in the unweighted condition (as expected given the sensitivity of k to marginal values, see Ref. 12 ). The intervals for the estimated k in the unweighted condition were narrower than for those in the weighted conditions when fewer than 25 (unweighted) or 35 (weighted, 0.5 and 1) ratees were rated; beyond this point, the intervals are more similar although for the weighted (0 and 0.5) condition with 14 ratees, the interval was narrower for weighted than unweighted estimates. The differences and relations of k estimates and their associated intervals to number of ratees are shown in Figure 1A to C.
Endpoints representing the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the simulated distributions for the k estimates at each test size are shown in Figure 1 for the unweighted (panel A) and weighted (panel B: 0 and 0.5 are differentially weighted; panel C: 0.5 and 1 are differentially weighted) conditions. In the unweighted condition (panel A), the precision of the estimate reaches the criterion (above 0.60) when the total sample size surpassed 25. When more cases are rated at the CDR levels that are harder (15 CDR = 0 and CDR = 0.5), the lower bound never passes 0.60; whereas when CDR 0.5 and 1 levels are differentially weighted (eg, training and testing focus on distinguishing these 2 levels), more than 42 cases overall must be rated for the lower bound of the confidence interval to pass the 0.60 criterion. Thus, the sample size required to achieve some target level of the lower bound of a k estimate will vary depending on differential weighting of CDR levels in a testing situation;
in an unweighted CDR distribution, the lower-bound criterion is met with 5 cases rated per CDR level.
DISCUSSION
These simulations suggest that, in training raters to use the CDR, each rater should be tested on at least 5 different cases at each of the 5 levels of CDR severity. A typical goal in a training session is for all raters to achieve a k criterion of 0.80 (ie, that the estimate of k will be at least 0.80 for the sample). Our simulations that assumed a ''true'' k of 0.77, suggested that in a ''test,'' raters must rate a total of 25 cases for the lower bound of the 95% CI of similar k estimates to be greater than 0.60. Thus, we recommend that training paradigms be based on attaining not only the target point estimate for k (excellent agreement, 0.80) but also ensuring the lower bound of the CI for their estimate be greater than the minimum acceptable k value (0.60); to achieve this combination criterion, individuals should be required to rate no fewer than 5 cases with CDR severities at each of the 5 levels. This context is contrasted with interrater reliability studies that may focus on the instrument's performance rather than the raters, or both (eg, Ref. 18) .
We have shown empirically that, if a k estimate is based on fewer than 10 ratees (cases rated, 1 to 2 per CDR severity level), it is likely that the lower bound of the 95% CI for that k will fall in the 0.4 to 0.6 (''moderate'') range, even if the k estimate itself is substantial or excellent. The commonly reported situation is that 1 case per severity level is rated; this results in the least precision for the k estimate. Note: ''#ratees'' refers to the number of cases that are rated by each trainee (rater). k is the estimate for k. ''Empirical'' refers to the percentile (2.5, 97.5) of the distribution of k values (the sampling distribution of k ) generated in the simulation. ASE refers to the large sample asymptotic standard error of the estimate-that is, the value that, with sufficient sample size (number of cases rated), maps onto the empirical percentiles of the sampling distribution for k). # Ratees column: ''W7'' refers to the situation where a total of 7 ''cases'' were distributed in the differential (weighted) way described in the text and table titles, either more cases at 0 and 0.5 or more at 0.5 and 1).
Further, in cases in which marginal distributions are not equal (ie, differential weighting of some CDR levels) the CI based on ASE will give an incorrectly high value for the lower CI bound (suggesting greater precision). This shows the inappropriateness of using ASE with small numbers of rated cases; with more rated cases, the ASE-based interval endpoints are close to the empirical endpoints.
Although many researchers feel that k should not be used (see, eg, Ref. 12), k is a common summary of chance-adjusted agreement that can be useful as a criterion for training and testing-provided that the lower bound of the estimate's confidence interval is sufficiently high, and is not obtained with an inappropriate application of the ASE. We do not address the criticisms of k or the use of k statistics in inference drawing (eg, Ref. 19) ; our results are simply intended to highlight the potential for imprecision in studies in which large sample-specific (asymptotic) standard errors for k are inappropriately used or in which the ''large sample'' is incorrectly interpreted to reflect raters, rather than cases/items rated. In most cases, the standard errors used to generate confidence intervals for point estimates of k require far larger samples of items/cases rated than is feasible. Blackman and Koval 9 provide an excellent review of more appropriate methods for standard error estimation; our results agree with theirs in that small samples will yield low precision (although see Ref. 20) .
We have provided a minimum rated-case sample size for testing with respect to assessing training on the CDR-these sample sizes are specific to our simulated data ( Table 1 ). Our results also show that weighting the testing so that harder-to-rate CDR levels are tested with more cases (unequal column marginals) will decrease k. This is not to suggest that the training and assessment of trained raters in their use of the CDR should not focus on that distribution of CDR levels which will be the most meaningful. On the contrary, our results serve to emphasize the importance of the assessment design in the evaluation of CDR training: it should be appropriate to the planned use of the CDR and the implications of the evaluation's summary (k, in our simulations).
Any plan for assessing CDR training should include a training-specific simulation to estimate the distribution of cases to be rated by all in the test. Our results concord with earlier research that the k confidence intervals are unacceptably liberal when too few cases are rated; and to determine specifically how many cases should be rated for some target k estimate to be obtained, a simulation should be carried out with a CDR distribution that matches the to-be-trained distribution of CDR levels. It should also be noted that, with sufficiently high numbers, the appropriately computed confidence interval could fall close enough to the k estimate (eg, 0.77) such that the upper bound falls below the target of 0.80.
A combination of point estimate and lower-bound value as the criterion for ''success'' in a training situation can be applied to other instruments and contexts to improve efficiency and protect power in which multiple raters are collaborating over time on inclusion and endpoint criteria. Our results support the use of sample sizes appropriate (ie, large enough, and in the correct variable, the ratees, not raters) for a reliable estimate with a lower precision bound that is above the desired criterion. We also describe a method for estimating the lower precision bound that is appropriate to the distribution of items rated and the context of the summary (k here) and other concordanceoriented training assessment paradigms. These results have implications for the design of the training, and of the assessment of that training. Our approach is adaptable to the use of Cohen k as an agreement criterion in other settings and instruments.
APPENDIX: DETAILS OF SIMULATION
Data generation: Using the agreement (and disagreement) rates and tendencies shown in Table 1 FIGURE 1 . Empirical and asymptotic standard error (ASE) confidence intervals/bands, for k estimates by condition. Panel A: Unweighted condition (equal numbers rated at each clinical dementia rating (CDR) level). Panel B: Weighted condition (unequal numbers rated at each CDR level, emphasizing 0 and 0.5). Panel C: Weighted condition (unequal numbers rated at each CDR level, emphasizing 0.5 and 1). Notes: 2.5% and 97.5% represent the empirical percentile values from the 10,000 value k sampling distribution; ASE 2.5% and ASE 97.5% represent the percentile values obtained using the ASE for the k estimates, given the condition and empirical k estimate. The median and mean k values are derived from the empirical distribution of 10,000 estimates under the given conditions and sample (# items rated) sizes. A reference line is included for k = 0.60, representing the target (criterion) lower bound of ''acceptable'' k.
(which was achieved in the 2001 study on which our simulation was modeled), 10,000 replications were carried out using Excel (2007, Microsoft, Inc.) at each of these number-of-ratings/design-of-testing-scenario combinations:
Nonweighted simulation: 1 to 10 items (excluding 3, 7, and 9) rated at each of the 5 CDR levels (total ratings ranging from 5 to 50, omitting totals of 15, 35, and 45). This corresponds to a testing situation in which all CDR levels are tested equally. Weighted simulations: 1 to 7 items rated (excluding 4) at each of the 3 CDR levels 0, 2, and 3, and twice as many items rated at CDR levels 0 and 0.5 (total ratings ranging from 7 to 49, omitting totals of 28) in 1 weighted condition; in the other weighted condition CDR levels 0.5 and 1 were differentially weighted. These correspond to testing situations in which 2 CDR levels are tested more heavily (requiring 2 to 14 ratings of cases with CDRs of 0 and 0.5, which have been reported to be the most challenging; or of cases with CDRs of 0.5 and 1, which might be of greatest interest in a study tracking MCI conversions to AD), whereas the other 3 levels are tested less heavily (requiring 1-7 ratings at each CDR level). For each replication, Cohen k was computed and contributed to create a sampling distribution of 10,000 estimates of k corresponding to the number-of-ratings/ design-of-testing-scenario combinations listed above. As 50 cases in a test of newly trained CDR users seemed an upper limit to the number that was reasonable, we did not seek combinations beyond this level (49 in the weighted testing scenario). Data Analysis: For each sampling distribution of k estimates, these descriptive statistics were generated:
Mean, median, and standard deviation of sampling distribution of k -all shown in figures; medians only are reported as the sampling distribution is not symmetric. Ninety-five percent CI based on empirical distribution percentile values (ie, 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles from the 10,000 k estimates). Ninety-five percent CI based on the ASE.
